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Performance errors may cause serious consequences. It has been reported that ongoing activity
of the frontal control regions across trials associates with the occurrence of performance errors.
However, neural mechanisms that cause performance errors remain largely unknown. In this study,
we hypothesized that some neural functions required for correct outcomes are lacking just before
performance errors, and to determine this lack of neural function we applied a spatiotemporal
analysis to high-density electroencephalogram signals recorded during a visual discrimination task,
a d2 test of attention. To our knowledge, this is the first report of a difference in the temporal
development of scalp ERP between trials with error, and correct outcomes as seen by topography
during the d2 test of attention. We observed differences in the signal potential in the frontal region
and then the occipital region between reaction times matched with correct and error outcomes. Our
observations suggest that lapses of top-down signals from frontal control regions cause performance
errors just after the lapses.

Errors in goal-directed behavior may have serious consequences. For example, while driving a car, if the
intention is to stop and the accelerator pedal is mistaken for the brake pedal, a serious traffic accident
may result. If neural mechanisms that cause performance errors are identified, we may be able to avoid
performance errors by recognizing the error precursor. Therefore, it is important to clarify the mechanisms that cause performance errors.
Electrophysiological studies have provided evidence for a neural mechanism of performance errors.
One report speculated that brief lapses in attention, observed as insufficient neural recruiting, were associated with performance errors1. Increased negative amplitude was observed in frontocentral scalp sites
in trials with error outcomes compared with correct outcomes1. The investigators proposed that this
phenomenon indicated that attention was reoriented after errors. Other studies found that a positive
deviation in response-locked event related potentials (ERPs) was observed in the frontal region in an
error preceding a correct trial2–5. These studies suggested that an action–performance monitoring system
is associated with performance errors1–5.
Blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) activity related to performance errors in a system-wide
view were reported after functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)6. The fMRI study suggested
that brief lapses in attention might cause performance errors6. This hypothesis is consistent with electrophysiological findings1. Another BOLD fMRI study found that an increase of BOLD activity in the
default mode network (DMN) correlates with performance errors7–9. This correlation suggests that ongoing activity in the frontoparietal control network, which is antagonistic to the DMN, has an important
role in maintaining task performance.
Neural mechanisms involving brief lapses in attention have been proposed to cause the performance
errors described above. It is thought that frontoparietal cortical areas are responsible for attentional function10. These areas may regulate motor and sensory processing in related cortical areas, and this implies
that changes in such cortical areas should be observed. Padilla et al. reported diminished neuronal
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Table 1. The behavioral results.

recruiting in the visual cortex, and this suggests that inappropriate visual processing caused performance
errors1. Weissman et al. reported higher BOLD activity in the visual cortex in trials with a faster reaction time (RT)6. They assumed that there are brief attentional lapses in trials with a relatively slow RT.
Therefore, their findings suggest that less BOLD activity in the visual cortex causes performance errors.
Herein we hypothesize that deficiencies in somatosensory processing and/or executive function are
associated with performance errors. We focused on ERPs just before performance errors and differences
in RTs between the error and correct outcomes of trials. To address the hypothesis, we evaluated differences in dynamic scalp topography of RT-matched ERPs between behavioral task trials with correct and
error outcomes. We used RT-matched difference waveforms to overcome the effect of ongoing activity
of the frontoparietal control network. To strengthen observations found in previous electrophysiological
studies, we used a different behavioral task (d2 test of attention11) for our experiments compared with
those previously used. The d2 test of attention is widely employed to examine attention and concentration, and was originally developed to measure driving aptitude and efficiency. Thus, we speculated that
errors during the d2 test of attention were less artificial than the flanker or Simon tasks because the
flanker and Simon tasks produce a response conflict and yield high error rates.

Results

Behavioral results. Table 1 shows behavioral results. Because the distribution of RTs was asymmet-

rical, we adopted the median RT. The median RT was 433–551 ms (group mean of the medians was
463.3 ms). The error rate was 2.0%–13.6% (group mean: 7.3%). “Trials” in Table 1 indicates the number
of trials that were not rejected. RTs during trials with error outcomes were shorter than those of trials
with correct outcomes (two-tailed paired t(9) =  5.36, p <  0.001).

Electrophysiological findings.

Figure 1 shows the development in topography of the difference
between RT-matched trials with error and correct outcomes. During trials with error outcomes, positive deviation with a latency of approx. 30 ms was observed in frontcentral regions, and then a positive
deviation with a latency of approx. 160 ms was observed in the parieto-occipital region (p <  0.05, FDR
corrected).
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the ground averaged waveforms and topological distributions. Figure 2 shows
the response-locked group mean waveforms, and Fig. 3 shows the stimulus-locked group mean waveforms. During trials with error outcomes, negative deviation with a latency of less than 100 ms was
observed (t(9) =  –7.56, p <  0.001), followed by a positive deviation between 200 and 300 ms (t(9) =  4.01,
p <  0.003) in the response-locked ERPs (Fig. 2). In the stimulus-locked ERPs during trials with error
outcomes, a positive deviation between 150 and 250 ms was observed (t(9) =  6.99, p <  0.001; Fig. 3).
During trials with error outcomes, negative deviation between 0 and 100 ms was observed in the parietal
region, followed by positive deviation between 200 and 300 ms (Fig. 4).

Discussion

We evaluated differences in the spatiotemporal pattern of RT-matched ERPs between trials with correct
and error outcomes during a d2 test of attention, to examine the hypothesis that a deficit in task-related
neural processing causes performance errors. We demonstrated that performance errors in d2 tests of
attention modulate stimulus-locked event related potentials, which were largest in the central site. To
examine reliability of the phenomena, we selected the d2 test as our behavioral task to contrast with the
different tasks used in previous studies. The result of the stimulus-locked ERP analysis shows that there
were neural activities before the performance errors that were consistent with previous studies, even
though the d2 test of attention was used, and not the flanker task as used in previous studies.
To our knowledge, this is the first report of a difference in the temporal development of scalp ERP
between trials with error and correct outcomes as seen by topography during a d2 test of attention. We
observed a positive deviation in the frontal region, then in the central region, and then in the occipital
region. These results are consistent with those reported by Padilla et al.1 even though faster RTs during
trials with error outcomes are not consistent with those reported by them. This spatiotemporal analysis
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Figure 1. The development in topography of the difference between RT-matched trials with error and
correct outcomes. The blue areas indicate statistically significant different amplitudes, and the green areas
indicate that there is no statistically significant difference. There are differences in ERPs between RT-matched
trials with correct and error outcomes in the frontal region followed by differences in ERPs in the occipital
region (FDR corrected).

Figure 2. The d2 test of attention elicited error-related potentials. ERPs are response locked. Panels
labeled (a) show the group mean ERP waveforms at Cz. Solid lines indicate ERP waveforms during trials
with error outcomes, while dashed lines indicate ERP waveforms during trials with correct outcomes. Panels
labeled (b) show the differences between trials with correct and error outcomes. Colored areas correspond to
Fig. 4.

is considered to reveal sequential development of brain activity across multiple areas before behavioral
error.
The latency of the first positive deviation in ERPs was about 50 ms. This indicates that the processing
of visual stimuli did not cause this deviation. This deviation might reflect prestimulus brain activity as
a result of the prediction of onset of trials with fixed intertrial intervals (3,000 ms). The later positive
deviation in the occipital cortex might be associated with enhancement in the visual area that is related
to attention, as Padilla et al. suggested1. Our findings suggest that brief lapses in attention caused performance errors.

What occurs before performance errors? fMRI indicates that an attentional lapse with a slower
RT causes performance errors6 and this hypothesis has been supported by other findings1. It is thought
that attention enhances stimuli processing such that RT is shortened. Therefore, it is hypothesized that
during trials with slow RTs, attention lapses briefly. However, faster RTs in trials with error outcomes,
such as those found in this study, are consistent with findings by other studies5,7,12–14. Therefore, we
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Figure 3. Performance errors in the d2 test of attention modulated the stimulus-locked ERPs. Panels
labeled (a) show the group mean ERP waveforms at Cz. Solid lines indicate ERP waveforms during trials
with error outcomes, while dashed lines indicate ERP waveforms during trials with correct outcomes. Panels
labeled (b) show the differences between trials with correct and error outcomes. Colored areas correspond to
Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Scalp topographies for difference waveforms (error–correct). Three panels show the difference
in scalp ERP topography where the windows were (a) 0–100 ms, (b) 200–300 ms (response locked) and (c)
150–250 ms (stimulus locked). Colors of the regions around the topographies correspond to Figs 2 and 3.
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Figure 5. The d2 test of attention. Participants were asked to click the left mouse button when a target was
presented and the right mouse button when a nontarget was presented. If the participants made the wrong
decision, the outcome was categorized as an “error,” and the RT was presented in red. In the case of “correct”
decisions, the RT was presented in green.

should also consider the possibility of the existence of trials with a brief lapse in attention along with a
fast RT. In such trials, another neural mechanism may cause performance errors. Van Driel et al. claimed
that there are at least two mechanisms that cause performance errors15: inappropriate action impulses
and brief lapses in sustained attention. Performance errors, together with faster RTs, suggest that neural
events causing brief lapses in sustained attention may cause error. Our findings suggest that both inappropriate action impulses and brief lapses in sustained attention occurred simultaneously in trials with
performance errors.
In conclusion, we propose that attentional lapses and inappropriate action impulses cause performance
errors. The present study highlights spatiotemporal neural activities through dynamic scalp topography
during performance errors. Our findings suggest that deficits in top-down signals from frontal control
regions cause subsequent performance errors.

Methods

Participants. Ten neurologically normal right-handed adults (average age, 26.6 years old) with

normal (7) or corrected-to-normal (3) sight participated in the study. Each participant gave written
informed consent before the study and was paid for their participation. The experimental procedures
were approved by the Ethics Committee of Honda Research Institute, Japan. All methods were conducted
in accordance with the approved guidelines.

Task. Participants sat comfortably in a sound-attenuated chamber 60 cm in front of a visual display.
A d2 test of attention11 was used (Fig. 5). A trial started with presentation of either target or nontarget
visual stimuli. Targets were composited symbols consisting of the character “d” and two dashes that
were located both above the “d”, both below the “d” or one above and one below the “d” (Fig. 5. Target).
Nontargets were composited symbols consisting of either the character “b” and 0–4 dashes or the character “d” and dashes, whose number differed from two (Fig. 5. Nontarget). Either a target or a nontarget
appeared randomly with a probability of 50%. After the visual stimuli were presented on the display,
participants had to react to targets by pressing a button with the right index finger, and to nontargets
with the right middle finger. Participants were asked to react as quickly and as accurately as possible. Just
after participants reacted, a RT was presented on the display for 600 ms, either in green if the reaction
was correct (as instructed), or in red if the reaction was erroneous. Then the display was blank until the
next trial. The intertrial interval was 3,000 ms. An experimental session consisted of 7–13 runs, and a
run consisted of 80 trials. The number of runs for each participant is summarized in Table 1. To stabilize
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the strategy of the participants for the task, participants performed the task for about 160 trials before
the experiment.

EEG recording. EEG activity was recorded using sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes (128 channels) on the

scalp with near uniform distribution using a BioSemi ActiveTwo system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands). The channels were referenced to linked mastoids. To reject blink artifacts, vertical and
horizontal electrooculograms were also recorded. The sampling rate for the EEG data was 256 Hz (24-bit
depth).

Data analysis. The stimulus-locked potentials were averaged from 300 ms before to 800 ms after the
stimulus, and their baseline was mean amplitude from –300 ms to 0 ms. The response-locked potentials
were averaged from –400 ms before to 400 ms after the reaction, and their baseline was mean amplitude
from –400 ms to –200 ms. A band-pass filter (3–30 Hz) was applied to the EEG signals. For temporal
analysis of the difference between trials with correct outcomes and trials with error outcomes, both
RTs were matched, and Student’s t statistics were plotted with the topoplot function distributed in the
EEGLAB16 for MATLAB toolbox (Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA, USA). For multiple comparisons correction, we used the false-discovery rate (FDR)17 for each channel and time-point. For RT matching between
trials with correct and error outcomes, the ft_stratify function in the Fieldtrip MATLAB toolbox18 was
applied in a run-wise manner. To prevent contaminations by artifacts, trials that contained extreme
amplitude values (≤ –100 μ V or ≥ 100 μ V) were rejected from the analysis. Trials that contained a doubled RT, no reaction, or extremely delayed (> 1000 ms) reaction, were also rejected from the analysis. To
evaluate differences in ERP waveforms between correct trials and error trials, we applied a two-tailed
Student’s t test to mean amplitudes within time windows.
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